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ON THE ALGEBRAIC EMBEDDABILITY IN THE CLASS OF FUNCTIONS POSSESSING CONNECTED GRAPHS
In this paper we formulate the conditions under which a given subfamily of the family of functions with a connected graph is algebraically embedded in this family.
Recently, there have appeared a lot of interesting papers in which some olasses of-functions, related to the notion of connectedness, had been investigated. In particular, many interesting results were obtained when studying algebraic operations performed on functions belonging to these classes (cf. e.g. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , T12]). In view of this fact, it seems essential to ask the questioni what additional conditions must the classK, consisting of functions with a connected graph, satisfy in order that the result of a finite number of algebraic operations performed on functions of this class should belong to the family of functions with a connected graph? A partial answer to the above question is included in the present paper.
Throughout the paper, we shall consider real functions defined on some subsets of the real line. By TR we denote the set of real numbers (with the natural topology). Positive integers and rational numbers are denoted by IN and Q, respectively. The notation [a,b] (resp. [a,b),(a,b] and the like) will be applied also in the case when b < a. If A is an arbitrary set, then by the symbol olx(A) we shall denote the closure of the set A in X. Instead of cl^iA) we shall write A. Each result of an algebraic operation on funotions of the family H is called a result of the first order on H. The set of all results of the first order on H will be denoted by the symbol S^H). Suppose that we have already defined by result of order n-1 (n»2) and the family Bach result of an algebraic operation on functions belonging to s n _^(H) is called a result of the n-th order on H. The set of all results of the n-th order is denoted by s n (H). We say that a family of functions H is algebraically embedded in a family G if, for any new, E m (H)cG.
In monograph [5] R. Engelking defines a closed transformations as a continuous one transforming every closed set onto a closed set. The adoption of such a definition would not be convenient in our considerations. In this context, we shall adopt the following modification of this definition. be an ideal of sets. We say that a function h : A -»E is I-closed with respect to the set A^ if there exists' a set B € I such that 1° for any x e A \B, the point xebc(A.,\B) and L^g(h,x) (l^g(h,x)) is a dense set in each interval with end points belonging to this set (the situation when +00 or -00 is one of the end points of this interval is admitted here), We shall now construot some sequenoe of sets the purpose, let us consider two cases:
1. The singleton {xn| is a component of the set f"x0-ix »x0+ix ] n C^ Then {*n} is a component of the set Ax and we shall put Pn = { x n}« 2. There exists C e I (fx -<L ,x"+cL fl C-.) such that x n 0 0 xn€Cx and Cx is a nondegenerate interval. Then f is conn n tinuous on C . This means that the set f (a)n C is closed n n in C and, in consequenoe, in view of the closedness of n Bx fl Cx in Cx , we may infer that 0 n n
is an open set in Cx and e G. Then there exists an element n 1 y 6G such that [xn,y] c G and |y-xn|<2 l x n~xol* Lat u3 tiien adopt Pn = [xn,yj.
We shall now demonstrate that: The contradiction obtained proves that the funotion g is continuous at the point xQ and, thereby, the proof of (1) has been completed.
In virtue of (1) However, this inclusion contradicts the fact that X-| = SU P jx e (x1 ,x2 ] : CKn [x1 ,x) c A'] .
Since the supposition that h &T. has led us, in each of the cases possible to occur, to a contradiction, therefore he! and the proof of the theorem has thus been completed.
The theorem below will show that the assumption that the class of functions, considered in theorem 1, satisfies condition (*) is not accidental. 
Since K is algebraically embedded in E , therefore f possesses a conneoted graph. Of course, f is a function of the first class of Baire, thus (cf. [1] , [13] ) there exist sequen- 
